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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
Abstract- Fog Computing is a paradigm that extends Cloud computing and services to the edge of the network. Similar to Cloud,
Fog provides data, compute, storage, and application services to end users. We discuss the state-of-the-art of Fog computing and
similar work under the same umbrella. Security and privacy issues are further disclosed according to current Fog computing
paradigm. As an example, we study a typical attack, man-in the-middle attack, for the discussion of security in Fog computing.
This paper is basically focusing on overcoming the security issues encountered during the data outsourcing from fog client to fog
node. Advantages of Fog computing, and analyses its applications in ma series of real scenarios, such as Smart Grid, smart traffic
lights in vehicular networks and software defined networks.
Keywords— Cloud, Security, fog, privacy, Compute, Accountability Safe Management of Identity, Data Privacy
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
I. INTRODUCTION
CISCO recently delivered the vision of fog computing to enable applications on billions of connected devices, already connected in
the Internet of Things (IoT), to run directly at the network edge. In Fog computing, services can be hosted at end devices such as settop-boxes or access points. The infrastructure of this new distributed computing allows applications to run as close as possible to
sensed actionable and massive data, coming out of people, processes and thing. Such Fog computing concept, actually a Cloud
computing close to the „ground‟, creates automated response that drives the value. Cloud computing is the delivery of computing
services over the Internet. Cloud services allow individuals and businesses to use software and hardware that are managed by third
parties at remote locations. Examples of cloud services include online file storage, social networking sites, webmail, and online
business applications.
Internet of Things is basically physically inter-connected objects. All physical objects connected with each other forms an IoT
network. The connected physical devices are also embedded with different software, sensors and also have network connectivity
which makes them able to share and access the information. Today’s technology-oriented world has revolutionized the IoT network as
each and every physical device is connected with each other. We have added Shibboleth also known as security and cross domain
access control protocol between fog client and fog node for improved and secure communication between the fog client and fog node.
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NEED OF FOG
In the past few years, Cloud computing has provided many opportunities for enterprises by offering their customers a range of
computing services. Current “pay-as-you-go” Cloud computing model becomes an efficient alternative to owning and managing
private data centers for customers facing Web applications and batch processing .Cloud computing frees the enterprises and their end
users from the specification of many details, such as storage resources, computation limitation and network communication cost.
However, this bliss becomes a problem for latency-sensitive applications, which require nodes in the vicinity to meet their delay
requirements. When techniques and devices of IoT are getting more involved in people’s life, current Cloud computing paradigm can
hardly satisfy their requirements of mobility support, location awareness and low latency. Fog computing is proposed to address the
above problem. As Fog computing is implemented at the edge of the network, it provides low latency, location awareness, and
improves quality-of-services (QoS) for streaming and real time applications [2].
Shibboleth Protocol
Shibboleth frame work basically deﬁnes a set of collaboration between its providers in order to facilitate its users with Single-sign-On
and attribute exchange processes. Shibboleth system includes two basic components: (a) Service Provider (SP), and (b) Identity
Provider (IdP). Service provide and Identity providers are the architectural components of Shibboleth. The aforesaid shibboleth
components are also referred as Target site and Origin site respectively.
The Shibboleth components mutually form a federation and facilitate the user in accessing the web resources securely . In order to
develop the trust between service provider and identity provider, a public key is exchanged between them. User attributes that are
provided by origin site are used on the target site. The decision is then made about all owing the user to access the desired source or
not.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Variety of work has been done in IoT network and Fog computing for ensuring its security like, in. Huang et al. has proposed and
implemented a model for fog computing to ensure the privacy of data in different applications. The implementation is done by using
Raspberry Pi. Abdo has proposed a method for the reduction of latency in a mobile cloud environment where they have made the user
authentication faster to decrease the delay. Different security and privacy challenges have been discussed and the author has also
proposed a scheme for focusing these security issues using bloom filters and certificates. Fog computing has played an emerging role
in IOT network. Its emergence has been discussed. A survey has been done on different concepts, applications and issues in Fog
computing.
Nowadays Cross-domain access is gaining popularity andit’s different pro- tocols are deployed in different organizations . To ensure
that the intended purpose of protocols are being fulfilled, the cross domain access protocols must be checked against their envisioned
properties. In order to check the protocol’s correctness we take help of formal verification. Formal verification is an effective method
to prove the protocol correctness, against some properties. In case of any issues in the system, formal verification is also aimed to
target the issues to be known. Many of the protocols have been exposed with different security flaws ,Auth has been verified formally
to check security issues if any. Formal methods basically involve modelling, analysis, and verification of the system. Formal
verification has been used in finding out the flaws and thus improving the system. In work related to rule-based frame work has been
done which is dedicated to the policies of RBAC model. Needham-Schroeder, Kerberos, and TNM protocol shave been analysed by
the authors.
A Tool which issued in is Mur-phi which is used to analyse net- work having a large number of topologies. Malik et al. has used
HLPN to model and analyse different VM based cloud management platforms .Miculan and Urban have given protocol formalization
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in Alice-Bob notation and also in High-Level Protocol Specification Language (HLPSL). To check security flaws and attacks author
has used AVISPA which is a verification tool for the analysis of security protocols. In another study Akhawe et al. has used Alloy
model checker to formally verify the web security and authentication protocols. To discover out some identified or unidentified
vulnerabilities of CSRF attacks author has modelled web authentication protocols which is a Kerberos based SSO web solution. The
method tracked in is limited to only HTTP communication. Shibboleth framework basically defines a set of collaboration between its
providers in order to facilitate its users with Single-sign-On and attribute exchange processes. Shibbole the system includes two basic
components: (a) Service Provider (SP), and (b) Identity Provider (IdP).
Shibboleth framework basically defines a set of collaboration between its providers in order to facilitate its users with Single-sign-On
and attribute exchange processes. Shibboleth system includes two basic components: (a) Service Provider (SP), and (b) Identity
Provider (IdP). Service provide and Identity providers are the architectural components of Shibboleth. The afore- said shibboleth
components are also referred as Target site and Origin site respectively. The Shibboleth components mutually form a federation and
facilitate the user in accessing the web resources securely.
III.

PROPOSED SYSTEM

Our proposed system to improve and secure communication and over- coming the security issues encountered during the data
outsourcing from fog client to fog node. This system provide features for fog client such as location awareness, low latency, mobility
support and To enhance interoperability by using different platforms by fog client.

Fig -1: Proposed System
Security monitoring on the cloud is important, because computers sharing data are most readily available to an attacker. Without
mechanisms in place to detect attacks as they occur, an system may not realize its security. There- fore it is vitally important that
computers residing in the cloud are carefully monitored for a wide range of audit events. The auditing in a system con- sists of three
steps. The first step is the attack has attempted on any node in system, secondly the attack is detected by the system by hashing algorithm
after detection of attack the notifications are send to data owner. Due to this security is improved
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IV. RESULTS
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CONCLUSION
In this paper we have critically analyzed the Shibboleth protocol which is a widely used security protocol. This critical study has
made us to propose ‘Shibboleth based FogIoT network’ which includes Shibboleth for ensuring security between Fog Client and Fog
Node. As the number of HIE based on CDA documents increases, interoperability is achieved, but it also brings a problem where
managing various CDA documents per patient becomes inconvenient as the clinical information for each patient is scattered in
different documents. The CDA document integration service from our cloud server adequately addresses this issue by integrating
multiple CDA documents that have been generated for individual patients.
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